
 2018 Open House Bull Sale
February 3 • Lexington, NE

Real Bulls for Real Stockmen

www.ssbeefbulls.com
Selling: 60 Age Advantaged Angus & SimAngus Bulls • 40 Replacement Heifers
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Fairview veterinary CliniC 
3104 n adamS St • Lexington, NE
Bull viewing begins at Noon CST

Auction begins at 3 p.m. CST
Enjoy refreshments before and during the sale. Please plan 

on joining us for supper and socializing after the sale.
Auctioneer

Kiley Roundtree 308-340-1718
Sale Contacts

Jeremy 308-325-3287 (c) • Gail 402-469-7775 (c)
Travis 308-883-6781 (c) • Kelli 308-883-9250 (c)

Josh 402-366-2289 (c)
jeremy@broken-mranch.com

tchrisman@chrismancattleservices.com
www.ssbeefbulls.com

Check our web site for videos and updated  
information prior to sale day.

JeRemy & GAil mARTin 
7607 n. Sand Rd. • Hershey, ne  69143

TRAviS & Kelli CHRiSmAn 
72454 Ave. 341 • Wauneta, ne  69045

Viewing
BullS Will noT Be Run THRouGH A RinG on SAle dAy, BuT 
Will Be penned AT THe SAle SiGHT foR CloSe inSpeCTion.  
A video of eACH Bull Will Run duRinG THe AuCTion.  
THe videoS Will Be AvAilABle pRioR To THe SAle viA A linK 
on ouR WeB SiTe SomeTime ARound JAnuARy 20.  if you 
Would liKe To vieW THe BullS in peRSon pRioR To THe 
AuCTion pleASe mAKe ARRAnGemenTS in AdvAnCe WiTH 
JeRemy, TRAviS oR JoSH.

Directions
from lexington: 1 mile north on Highway 21, east side of highway

Settlement & Delivery
A minimum of 50% must be paid sale day.  Bull delivery begins in 
march.  free delivery up to 400 miles on bulls bringing $3,000 or 
more, remainder at cost.

Absentee Bids
if you are interested in any bull(s), but are unable to attend, please 
contact us beforehand and we can direct you to someone who will 
handle your bidding carefully.  We can also make arrangements to 
contact you via cell phone on sale day. 

Health
All bulls have received a complete parasite control and modified 
live vaccination program.  Any bulls utilized in our herds for cleanup 
service will have tested negative for Trich.  Breeding soundness 
evaluations will be done before the sale on all of the bulls.  All vet 
work will be performed by fairview veterinary Clinic or Southwestern 
veterinary Services. 

Performance Information
epds are current as of 1/5/2018 and are from either the American 
Angus Association or American Simmental Association.  Scrotal 
measurements will be available sale day.  updated epds can be 
viewed on most bulls at www.angus.org or www.simmental.org by 
entering the bull’s registration number.  All announcements sale day 
take precedence over what is printed in this book. 

Retained Interest
We reserve the right to 1/2 semen interest in all bulls selling.  The 
1/2 semen interest is a semen revenue sharing interest only with 
100% of the bull’s salvage value belonging to the buyer. 

Liability
All persons attending this sale do so at their own risk.  The martin & 
Chrisman families and fairview veterinary Clinic assume no liability 
for property loss or accidents that may occur. 

Auction Format - Board Sale
each bull will be assigned a base price prior to the sale. There will 
be 3 different categories for good, better and best. on sale day 
we will have a “marker board” with a space for each lot. Buyers 
will write their number on the bulls they have an interest in at that 
base price anytime prior to the auction starting. We will start with 
the bulls in the highest price range first. The bull that has the most 
buyer numbers next to him will start the auction. The bull with the 
second most buyer numbers will be next and so on down the line. 
once we have auctioned all of the bulls in the top price range we 
will move down to the mid price range bulls and then the lower 
priced bulls last. You are NoT commiTTed To aNY or all of The bulls 
ThaT You wriTe Your Number oN. The purpose of This exercise is To 
seT The sale order. we ask ThaT You please parTicipaTe iN This process. 
By auctioning the bulls with the most buyer interest first it will give 
you more opportunities to buy another bull, rather than other sales 
where you may have to pass on several bulls you would have liked 
to buy before they get to the one you really want, just to have him 
bring too much and leave you with few options. The process is not 
perfect, but works for everyone most of the time. There will not be 
any loudspeakers or professional ringmen, it will be very transparent. 
it will be efficient and not take much time.

Lodging
Holiday inn express - lexington • 308-324-9900
Clean, decent breakfast and a swimming pool

Stockmen’S SouRce  
Beef Bulls

 2018 Open 
House Bull Sale

Saturday, february 3, 2018 (storm day February 11 - check web site in case of bad weather)
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This year marks the 10th year the 
Chrisman and martin families have 
cooperatively offered bulls for sale and 
the 4th year we have operated under 
the Stockmen’s Source name using the 
quiet auction format.  We sincerely 
appreciate all of your business whether you have been with 
us from the beginning or are here for the first time.  As most 
of you know, breeding cattle is our passion and we approach 
it with enthusiasm, but also with caution.  if you study the 
A.i. sires we are using you will notice that the average age 
of those bulls is 9-years-old and they tend to be proven 
not only for making great females, but the majority have 
actual progeny carcass data calculated into their epd profile.  
As cattle feeders, we put more faith in the bulls that have 
been carcass tested in this manner than those who’s epds 
are driven only on ultrasound and genomic data.  When 
it comes time to market your calves by Stockmen’s Source 
bulls, please give us a call.  We love feeding cattle out of 
these bulls, and if we can’t get them bought we can sure 
make them bring enough.  if you would like to retain part of 
your calf crop, we are always open to partnerships.      

like always, the Angus bulls in the 2018 offering are selected 
with an emphasis on maternal traits and function. They 
should sire the kind of mother cows that will keep you in the 
cow business. They have the length and muscle necessary 

Jeremy, Gail, Chase, Regan & Kaitlin Martin Josh, Gayle, Rick, Kelli, Travis, Henry, and Lena Chrisman

for the steers perform in the feedlot.  
The Angus bulls are registered with 
the American Angus Association and 
epds are current as of 1/5/2018. The 
SimAngus bulls are registered with the 
American Simmental Association and 

thus have Simmental epds, which are not comparable directly 
with the epds on the Angus bulls. The SimAngus bulls are 
the result of careful blending of Angus maternal traits with 
Simmental sires selected for breed-leading performance and 
muscle. They achieve more payweight in the feedlot than 
straight Angus cattle. With a little selection, the SimAngus 
females offer similar convenience traits to Angus with the 
benefit of maternal heterosis. 

These bulls have never been pampered, fitted, or fed hard – 
and neither have the cowherds behind them.  We want the 
bulls to breed aggressively for you and last for a long time.  
We manage the cows, weaned calves, and bull development 
like commercial ranches. no extra feed, no clip job, no feet 
trimming, and no excuses. please stop by sometime, we 
would welcome the opportunity to show you around and 
trade ideas. Give one of us a call to take a look at the bulls, 
which will be at their respective ranches up until shortly 
before the sale. As always, we appreciate your business and 
take the role of being your seedstock supplier very seriously.   

Heidi Anderson Photography
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Carefully Bred
our mission is to provide our customers with trouble-free beef genetics that are profitable and low risk. To this end we strive to produce fertile, 
easy fleshing cattle with muscle and performance. our cows are expected to calve easily, have strong mothering instincts, re-breed in a 45-
day season and raise a heavy, healthy calf year after year. We do not believe in trimming feet, milking out cows, or putting up with disposition 
problems – we do not have time for it and doubt you do either. furthermore, we remain focused on maintaining feedlot performance and packer 
acceptability. While we may not use all of the trendy new bulls, you can be assured the genetics we provide will be time-tested and have met 
our approval. We expect the daughters of our bulls to perform for you as the bulls mothers have for us, and we expect their steer progeny to be 
good-doing feeder cattle that generate a lot of buyer interest. Simply stated, our genetics are designed to save you time, labor, and headaches 
and make you more money.

CorreCtly developed
in keeping with our belief that problems are a waste of time, we strive to develop these bulls in a manner which will insure their libido, soundness, 
and longevity through years of service. They have never been creep-fed.  We emphasize grazing the bulls whenever possible. if dry lot is a must, 
we grow the bulls on high-roughage, low-starch rations with adequate protein and energy to have them ready to breed cows - but without getting 
them too fat.  Recent research conducted by dr. Rick funston, unl, proves that longevity of heifers increases with more extensive development 
programs and we believe the same is likely true for bulls.  Having developed our heifers this way for over 10 years, we can certainly attest to the 
value of this type of system.  We know these bulls will tend to business because we use them ourselves, and because we hear from you that the 
bulls are high-libido breeding bulls that get the job done. We expect them to lose some weight during the breeding season, but they won’t simply 
melt, they will work it off breeding cows - and more importantly they will last a long time.

Completely Guaranteed
our guarantee is simple, we stand behind the genetics and breeding soundness of our bulls 100% for the first breeding season.  if a genetic issue 
surfaces or if the bull is unable to settle cows you get full credit, a replacement bull or your money back.  if the loss is due to gross negligence 
or an act of God (lightning) we are not responsible.  please notify us of any issues or potential issues as soon as possible after they occur.  if you 
ask our past customers i think you will find that we have been very fair and easy to work with in this regard.

We value your Business
5% discount for purchase of multiple bulls  •  5% discount if you bought a bull last year  •  discounts are additive

Calving EasE sCorE KEy

	 	 Cows only
		 Bigger, well-managed heifers
		 Works on heifers in most situations
		Elite Calving Ease
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real-World performanCe 

We have feedlot and carcass data from several years of 
our own calves and customer calves sired by Stockmen’s 
Source bulls. We continue working to derive more carcass 
weight and quality while maintaining cows that work within 
the constraints of our resources.  We focus on using bulls with 
actual carcass data that stretch the antagonism between 
carcass weight and mature daughter size. With the addition of 
heterosis we can produce more pounds of beef with the same 
inputs. We have fed these cattle as calf-feds and yearlings. 
Keep in mind that carcass traits are 30-40% heritable, and 
the rest is management and feeding. 

In 2017, in addition to our own calves we fed Stockmen’s 
Source sired calves from 9R Land & Cattle, Brent Evans, 
Craig Harmoney, and Tom Nelson at 4+ Feeders and bid on 
others. We look forward to feeding more of them in the future.  

The steer mates to the 2-year-old bulls in this offering 
wintered on stalks with the bulls before going on feed.  They 
gained 4.3 lb per day, converted at 5.9 lb of dry feed per pound 
of gain, fed for 60 cents cost of gain, and left the feedlot with 
a payweight of nearly 1,500 pounds.  They were over 90% 
choice with only 8% yield grade 4s.  These and the customer 
cattle we feed always perform.  

9R Land & Cattle steers on feed at 4+ Feeders prior to harvest in June

Custom Cattle Feeding

4+
Feeders

	 •	 Growing,	finishing,	and	heifer	development	
programs	tailored	to	your	needs	–	including	
winter	corn	stalk	grazing	program

	 •	 Outstanding	feedstuff	&	packer	access
	 •	 Good	mounds,	slope	and	pen	maintenance
	 •	 Consulting	nutritionist	and	veterinarian	in	

close	contact
	 •	 Grain	banking,	cattle	procurement,	risk-

management	and	parnterships	available

	 Jake	Wolfinger Jeremy	Martin
  (740) 438-5479 (308) 325-3287

43145 Rd 758
Lexington, NE 68850

WHERE to FIND tHE CAttLE

Angus Bulls  Page 8-18

Heifers  Page 19

SimAngus Bulls  Page 20-27
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CAuTion: EPDs on Angus bulls cAn noT bE DirEcTly comPArED 
To ThE EPDs on ThE simAngus bulls. ThEy ArE cAlculATED sEPArATEly 
by EAch AssociATion.

Calving ease direct (Ced), is expressed as a difference in percentage of 
unassisted births, with a higher value indicating greater calving ease in
first-calf heifers. it predicts the average difference in ease with which an 
sire’s calves will be born when he is bred to first-calf heifers.

Birth Weight epd (BW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a sire’s ability 
to transmit birth weight to his progeny compared to that of other sires.

Weaning Weight epd (WW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a 
sire’s ability to transmit weaning growth to his progeny compared to 
that of other sires.

yearling Weight epd (yW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a sire’s 
ability to transmit yearling growth to his progeny compared to that of 
other sires.

maternal milk epd (milk), is a predictor of a sire’s genetic merit for 
milk and mothering ability as expressed in his daughters compared to 
daughters of other sires. in other words, it is that part of a calf’s weaning 
weight attributed to milk and mothering ability.

marbling epd (marb), expressed as a fraction of the difference in uSdA 
marbling score of a sire’s progeny compared to progeny of other sires.

Ribeye Area epd (ReA), expressed in square inches, is a predictor of 
the difference in ribeye area of a sire’s progeny compared to progeny 
of other sires.

We realize there are additional epds and indeces available, and would 
be glad to share this information with you for any of the bulls. The 
traits listed in the catalog are the individual traits most economically 
important to the majority of our customers.

BR - birth weight ratio 
nR - nursing (weaning weight) ratio 
yR - yearling weight ratio

Note: Dam ratios may be a combination of records kept by the AAA 
and ASA as we used the AAA to calculate ratios on our SimAngus 
bulls from 2013-2015.  Also be aware that the ASA reports BR as an 
inverted ratio. All birth ratios in this catalog are reported the same 
as the Angus Association for the purpose of consistency. Therefore 
if any bull had a birthweight below the herd average then his ratio 
will be below 100 and vice versa.

Explanation of terms

EPDs - How We Use them
EPDs are available for making informed selection decisions. By definition they are EXPECTED differences, not KNOWN differences. They are not a guarantee of results. 
We place more confidence in the EPDs on high accuracy progeny proven bulls that we consider and eventually use. We seek out A.I. sires that are proven by actual 
carcass data to sire high carcass weight relative to mature daughter weight. You will see bulls that fit these criteria stacked in our pedigrees including EXT, Power 
Alliance, Emblazon, Black Cedar (sire of Full Bore), Open Range, Dash, Tanker, and Trinity among others. Beyond that we look for cattle that will offer good ribeye and 
muscling relative to carcass weight. Fat and light muscled carcasses (YG 4’s and 5’s) have become a real problem and we want our genetics to become part of the 
solution. Of course calving ease and marbling also receive careful consideration, but to a little lesser extent, because Angus cattle already do this really well. After we 
have identified the proven A.I. sire lines we want to utilize we then move forward by using sons of those bulls out of our best cows that are older and proven in our 
systems. As a result of the age of dam, the EPD’s are usually much less than that of a young unproven cow. Most of the industry has let EPD selection become the 
“Holy Grail” of supposed genetic improvement without even realizing it has stacked several generations of young and unproven bulls and cows. We have much more 
confidence in bulls out of our proven problem-free cows regardless of EPD numbers. When making your selections consider all of the available information, trust your 
eyes, trust your head and buy a good bull from a breeder who manages a cowherd like you manage yours.

www.chrismancattleservices.com

Sale Catalogs
Ad Design, Web Design
Flyers, Business Cards

Chrisman 
Cattle Services
Print Design

All Stockmen’s Source Beef Bulls  
promotional materials handled by

Contact Kelli Chrisman today to discuss your  
future promotional needs

kchrisman@chrismancattleservices.com 
Find us on Facebook!

ABS - Independent Semen  
Sales Representative

Travis Chrisman • 308-883-6781
www.chrismancattleservices.com

Turn Key InsemInaTIon servIces
With a 14 year track record and 14,000 head serviced in 2017 

alone, we have the experience to get the job done right.  
Our portable breeding barns afford both people and cattle a low 
stress experience and allow us to come to your pasture or pens.  

Please give us a call now to visit about how a planned 
synchronization and A.I. program can positively impact your 

bottom line starting this spring.
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Herd manaGement

falls

Our fall cows and heifers are calved 20 miles from 
home and checked once daily or less often at times.  
This helps us select for true calving ease, vigor and 
mothering ability.  A short 50 day breeding period after 
timed A.I. helps us select for fertility.  In 2016/17 they 

bred up at 98%.

The fall calving pairs go from fall range, with no 
supplement, straight to corn stalks in mid November.  
There they are supplemented alfalfa through January.  
After that it is just cornstalks until April 1.  From there 
they went to rye and were then fence-line weaned on 

summer grass on May 20.

After coming off grass October 1, the fall born bulls 
were fed cane hay, cracked corn and DDG for a 2.5 ADG 
in a 15 acre trap.  Once corn stalks were available they 

were turned out until the day before the sale.

We manage our cows as cost-effectively as we can, 
no extra equipment and no creep feed.  Our cows 
calve in the river bottom and move to Sandhills 
pastures for the summer, where they are A.I. bred 
using a timed breeding system then exposed to 
clean up bulls for 45-50 days.  They bred up at 

96.5% in 2017.

After wintering on corn stalks the yearling bulls go 
back to grass and are supplemented with mineral 

only for the summer and fall.

Coming 2-year-old sale bulls return to corn stalks 
prior to the sale, at this point we begin supplementing 
them with WDG, but weather permitting they stay 
turned out right up until the sale and go back to 
stalks shortly after the sale.  By delivery time they 
will be freeze-branded and in just the right condition 

to turn out.

After being fence-line weaned, the calves stay 
on grass for 3-4 weeks and are supplemented 
every other day with DDG.  The cows move to corn 
stalks from November to late March and are not 
supplemented until mid to late January, then we use 

a little alfalfa for protein supplement.

The end result, lot 50 from the 2017 Stockmen’s 
Source sale happily breeding heifers, thanks to 
Kevin and Rosemary Anderson for all your business 

over the years, and for the picture.

Our cows are rotationally grazed over the summer on 
native Sandhills range.  We handle them horseback, 
mostly, and they all go through the corrals at least 
3 times in the summer for A.I. where we handle 
them on foot as well.  They even get moved with a 
4-wheeler once in a while, so they have seen about 

everything at some point or another.

sprinGs
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emBlazon 702 sons

C C A Emblazon 702

C C A Emblazon 702 - Age 10
“702” is a proven calving ease bull whose pedigree is full of legendary maternal sires.  His 
CED ranks in the top 3% of the Angus breed while still offering weaning and yearling in the 
top 45%.  His maternal projections rank him in the top 30% for maternal calving ease and 
top 20% for cow feed savings ($EN), which leads us to believe they will make profitable 
range cows for our western environment.  We have been impressed with his ability to sire 
quality calves of both sexes with minimal sort.  The females appear to have the rib shape and 
fleshing ability of the Emblazon cattle with a little more length, style and correctness from 
Right Time.  The sons we are offering cover all the bases; calving ease, growth and maternal.

 CED BW WW YW CEM Milk MW CW Marb RE
EPD 15 -0.6 52 95 10 15 25 29 0.57 0.22
%Rank 3 15 45 40 30 95 55 65 35 85

Lot 2 pictured in December. I probably could have gotten a better picture if I had 
worked at it, but it was pretty cold.

JGM Blackbird 9V1 - the donor dam of lots 3 & 4

We like this bull to lead off the offering for a lot of reasons.  He offers elite calving ease with strong 
carcass traits confirmed by his 111 IMF and 105 REA ratio.  Lot 1 has a pedigree stacked with 
highly proven bulls and should generate steers and heifers with premium potential.  To top it all 
off he is visually impressive from any angle and really hard to fault.

JGm deliveraNce 6m6
AAA 18975721 • Angus • BD 3/20/2016

loT

1
 O C C Emblazon 854E
C C A EmblAzon 702
 Limestone Blackcap R128
 Sitz Dash 10277
JGm ElbrEA ErikA 4D6
 JGM Elbrea Erika 2AC3
  Connealy Stimulus 8419

CED 14
BW -0.3
WW 44
YW 81
Milk 16
Marb 0.52
RE 0.41

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 91
Nr 2 @ 95
Yr 1 @ 103

CE sCorE


Pictured grazing corn stalks in the snow in late December sub-zero temperatures, lot 2 has 
the trademark good looks of the 702 sons - displaying extra length, balance, and structural 
correctness.  The maternal side of his pedigree is strong, we flushed the 177 cow last year at 16 
years of age, and the 122 cow served as a donor at Benoit Angus then came here at 9-years-old 
and raised 3 more calves.  We can not think of a better recipe for making great range cows and 
steers with extra quality grade than this guy.  Not many other places you can buy them with this 
kind of real world management either.

JGm dossier 6m7
AAA 18975722 • Angus • BD 3/21/2016

loT

2
 O C C Emblazon 854E
C C A EmblAzon 702
 Limestone Blackcap R128
 JGM Yosemite 1N12
JGm EvErlDA mAiD 4n1
 E&B Everelda Maid 177
  Sitz Traveler 9929

CED 7
BW 1.7
WW 46
YW 78
Milk 18
Marb 0.40
RE 0.22

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 100
Nr 2 @ 105
Yr 1 @ 104

CE sCorE


Lots 3 & 4 are full brothers we used to clean up our own heifers.  Their dam is a super EXT 1747 
cow that has an average progeny NR of 103 and a 371 day calving interval despite being flushed 
during the breeding season.  Lot 4 is one of the heaviest bulls in the sale and is a standout for 
performance and lot 4 is cut from the same cloth and is extra gentle.  Both brothers scanned 
really well and will sire the kind of feedlot and carcass performance the industry demands in 
addition to the kind of females we all want.  They are a sale feature, and would make a great 
pair to turn out together. 

JGm duplicaTe 6m10
AAA 18975717 • Angus • BD 4/1/2016

loT

3
 O C C Emblazon 854E
C C A EmblAzon 702
 Limestone Blackcap R128
 N Bar Emulation Ext A1747
JGm blACkbirD 9v1
 E&b Blackbird Pride 018
  S&S Traveler 6807-6

CED 8
BW 0.6
WW 42
YW 75
Milk 18
Marb 0.52
RE 0.13

Dam’s ProD
Br 7 @ 102
Nr 7 @ 103
Yr 3 @ 101

CE sCorE


JGm diTTo 6m13
AAA 18975718 • Angus • BD 4/2/2016

loT

4 CE  
sCorE
CED 8 • BW 0.6 • WW 42 • YW 75 • Milk 18 • Marb 0.53 • RE 0.23
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emBlazon 702 sons

JGM Sure Thing 614S - Close up in the pedigree of lots 6 & 7, this homegrown EXT 
son left his mark on our cowherd by leaving us productive and long-lasting daughtersDam of reference sire C C A Emblazon 702.

N Bar Emulation EXT A1747 - maternal grandsire of lots 3, 4, and 21

JGM Elbrea Erika PA 617S - Grandam of lots 5 and 25 pictured at 9 years of age 
raising a 3/4 sister to lot 5

Moving cows about 3 weeks after last year’s sale, the dams of these bulls are kid 
tested and mother approved

A rugged, balanced trait bull with solid performance at every check point.  His Open Range dam 
raises a good one every time.  He should be equally adept at siring useful feeder steers and 
females.  Look down his top and you can see why he scanned well for ribeye.  Unique in the 
sense that he should add muscle and improve udders at the same time.

JGm daNTe 6m16
AAA 18985683 • Angus • BD 4/4/2016

loT

5
 O C C Emblazon 854E
C C A EmblAzon 702
 Limestone Blackcap R128
 Sinclair Open Range 2Q23
JGm ElbrEA ErikA 3Q14
 JGM Elbrea Erika PA 617S
  H A Power Alliance 1025

CED 6
BW 2.0
WW 45
YW 81
Milk 16
Marb 0.42
RE 0.46

Dam’s ProD
Br 3 @ 101
Nr 3 @ 97
Yr 1 @ 101

CE sCorE


Lots 6 & 7 are nearly 3/4 brothers with Emulation genetics on the bottom side of their pedigrees.  
Lot 6 is out of a solid Sure Thing cow with a strong production record, a flawless udder, and an 
easygoing disposition.  He is a calving-ease bull that will leave someone a beautiful set of cows 
- but don’t count him out as a performance bull, he posted an adj WW of 739 lb. 

JGm doubTless 6m17
AAA 18975719 • Angus • BD 4/4/2016

loT

6
 O C C Emblazon 854E
C C A EmblAzon 702
 Limestone Blackcap R128
 JGM Sure Thing 614S
JGm blACkbirD 1XS1
 JGM Blackbird 9M8
  O C C Emblazon 854E

CED 7
BW 0.2
WW 50
YW 79
Milk 18
Marb 0.38
RE 0.16

Dam’s ProD
Br 5 @ 101
Nr 5 @ 104
Yr 3 @ 100

CE sCorE


Another elite calving ease sire with the length and correctness typical of the 702 sons.  He is a 
high libido bull that will breed a lot of heifers or cows.  His dam is 8 years of age and has the 
look of one that will last into her teens.  He ranks in the top 10% of the breed for $EN, at over 
+$13, and I can believe it.  His dam is as trouble-free as they come and is always in good shape

JGm depeNdable 6m21
AAA 18985684 • Angus • BD 4/9/2016

loT

7
 O C C Emblazon 854E
C C A EmblAzon 702
 Limestone Blackcap R128
 JGM Utmost 8XS14
JGm PrinCESS kory 0U22
 JGM Princess Kory PT 319N
  T K Patriot 1118B

CED 9
BW -0.3
WW 37
YW 67
Milk 16
Marb 0.37
RE 0.33

Dam’s ProD
Br 6 @ 101
Nr 6 @ 101
Yr 3 @ 99

CE sCorE
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emBlazon 702 sons

Lot 8 pictured in December.  You may have noticed we do not clip our bulls.   
We think it is best to let you evaluate the cattle for what they truly are. 

Yearling full sister to lot 8 - C F C Miss Wix 6M10

Dam of lot 10 - C F C Primrose 4C7 of 16X3

Granddam of lot 11 - N Bar Primrose 4342B - The majority of the Chrisman Family 
Cattle herd originates from cows bred and raised on the original N Bar Land & Cattle 
operation near Grass Range, MT.  Those cattle were forced to get it done in a tough 
environment under management that was often less than neighboring commercial 
ranches.  True to our belief that nature is better than man at finding the good ones.

A special highlight of the sale, this elite calving ease prospect is the result of an embryo project 
on a highly proven and profitable breed matron.  At 16 years she and her daughters continually 
produce high value bulls for McCumber Angus including the $50,000 1/2 interest McCumber 
Steadfast 635. To add to his inheirent maternal value lot 8 posted a 117 gain ratio on grass this 
summer.  Check out the picture of his dam on page 12.  Retaining option on fall possession.

cfc riGhT Now m610
AAA 18977531 • Angus • BD 9/16/2016

loT

8
 O C C Emblazon 854E
C C A EmblAzon 702
 Limestone Blackcap R128
 Leachman Right Time
miSS WiX 2022 HC mC CUmbEr
 Miss Wix 7111 of Mc Cumber
  G D A R Traveler 71

CED 11
BW -0.1
WW 49
YW 88
Milk 23
Marb 0.32
RE 0.22

Dam’s ProD
Br 5 @ 95

Nr 5 @ 104
Yr 5 @ 102

CE sCorE


This bull has checked all the boxes with ratios of 94 birth, 106 weaning, 107 yearling, 117 
marbling, 100 ribeye and fat plus an impressive 117 gain ratio on grass this summer.  He looks 
the part too, with exceptional thickness, base-width and volume.  As an added bonus he along 
with his dam and grandam are very docile.  With 5 shots of EXT and 4 of Rito F0203 you can 
depend on the time-tested combination of the best in Rito and Emulation breeding.

cfc drillpress m67
AAA 18977532 • Angus • BD 9/12/2016

loT

9
 O C C Emblazon 854E
C C A EmblAzon 702
 Limestone Blackcap R128
 Sinclair Emulation XXP
C F C blACkCAP 4X1
 Sinclair Blkcap 7V5 A29
  N Bar Emulation Ext A1747

CED 11
BW -0.3
WW 55
YW 97
Milk 16
Marb 0.58
RE 0.26

Dam’s ProD
Br 1 @ 94

Nr 1 @ 106
Yr 1 @ 107

CE sCorE


Lot 10 was born unassisted with an 82# actual birthweight on a heifer, which ratioed him at 110 
causing his BW EPD to increase.  We don’t think he would cause a wreck on heifers but do 
proceed with some caution.  His cow family is noted for extreme longevity, something we place 
a high value on.  Fertility is also something we place a high value on.  The fall bulls all easily 
passed semen check at 13 months.  We develop these bulls properly to be fertile athletes that 
will hold up for years of heavy use.

cfc drover m69
AAA 18977533 • Angus • BD 9/14/2016

loT

10
 O C C Emblazon 854E
C C A EmblAzon 702
 Limestone Blackcap R128
 Cole Creek Full Bore 730
C F C PrimroSE 4C7 oF 16X3
 Sinclair Primrose 16X3 Z194
  N Bar Emulation EXT

CED 6
BW 2.7
WW 46
YW 82
Milk 19
Marb 0.41
RE 0.12

Dam’s ProD
Br 1 @ 110
Nr 1 @ 101
Yr 1 @ 99

CE sCorE


A product of our embryo program this bull offers calving ease and tremendous maternal value.  
He is a moderate framed, deep bodied individual that stands on good feet.  His highly fertile 
and productive grandam raised 8 calves at 108 nursing and 105 yearling ratios before entering 
embryo production.  He shows top 20% projection for feed savings ($EN) and top 30% for 
maternal calving ease lending credibility to the statement that his daughters should be problem-
free and dependable low cost producers.

cfc docTriNe m61
AAA 18977537 • Angus • BD 3/5/2016

loT

11
 O C C Emblazon 854E
C C A EmblAzon 702
 Limestone Blackcap R128
 N Bar Prime Time D806
SinClAir PrimroSE 4P31 D011
 N Bar Primrose 4324B
  N Bar Emulation EXT

CED 10
BW 0.2
WW 45
YW 80
Milk 18
Marb 0.44
RE 0.16

Dam’s ProD
Br 9 @ 101
Nr 9 @ 101
Yr 8 @ 101

CE sCorE
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stimulus sons

Connealy Stimulus 8419

Connealy Stimulus 8419 - Age 9
Stimulus is an ABS sire that has been extremely well-proven through the Circle A Sire Alliance test 
that comprehensively tests a bull’s progeny for growth, carcass traits, feed efficiency, and maternal 
traits.  Stimulus progeny moved him toward the top for feed efficiency and maternal performance, 
and his actual progeny carcass data place him in the best 15% of the Angus breed for IMF, REA, 
and FAT.  As a result, he ranks in the top 4% of the breed for $Grid.  We think he is unique because 
he also ranks in the top 10% for heifer pregnancy EPD and the top 20% for $EN and $Weaning.  
He is truly a balanced trait sire that is equally useful for improving carcass traits and generating 
replacement females.  There is very limited Stimulus semen available so we are using him on cows 
we have a lot of appreciation for. You can buy these Stimulus sons with complete confidence. 

 CED BW WW YW CEM Milk MW CW Marb RE
EPD 10 1.8 49 83 9 26 -1 26 0.86 0.71
%Rank 20 60 55 65 45 35 90 75 15 15

Lot 12, JGM Dliberate 6A3, at the side of his dam in early September

JGM Dixie Erica 8M1 - dam of lot 14

JGM Queen Mother 2C25, dam of lot 13, 
raised another good one this summer

The Chrisman and Martin partnership began 14 years ago with the joint purchase of the granddam 
of 6A3, which turned out to be a great deal in terms of the cow herself and the partnership.  The 
634S cow is one of the elite cows generated by our joint embryo program and she has raised 
several really good bulls, including a Full Bore son used on registered cows at Rivers Edge.  The 
Stimulus sons are masculine and heavy muscled bulls that balance well visually and on paper.  
This guy will be valued wherever he ends up, keep all the daughters and the steers should 
generate premiums at whatever stage you sell them.

JGm dliberaTe 6a3
AAA 18985697 • Angus • BD 4/2/2016

loT

12
 H A Power Alliance 1025
ConnEAly StimUlUS 8419
 Black Creesa of Conanga 5332
 Papa Equator 2928
JGm DiXiE EriCA EQ 634S
 C M Dixie Erica 796C
  Q A S Traveler 23-4

CED 4
BW 2.5
WW 43
YW 79
Milk 23
Marb 0.45
RE 0.39

Dam’s ProD
Br 10 @ 97
Nr 10 @ 99
Yr 4 @ 102

CE sCorE


A pasture favorite as a calf and one that is hard to find a fault with.  He weaned off at 644 lbs out 
of an honest 1,200 lb cow that puts a lot into her calf every year but stays in shape and has a 
361 day calving interval.  This guy inherited his mother’s quiet disposition and should pass along 
her quality and “just right” milk to his own daughters.  The muscle in this one is easy to see, but 
he also posted an IMF ratio of 140.

JGm durable 6a5
AAA 18975708 • Angus • BD 4/5/2016

loT

13
 H A Power Alliance 1025
ConnEAly StimUlUS 8419
 Black Creesa of Conanga 5332
 Cole Creek Full Bore 730
JGm QUEEn motHEr 2C25
 JGM Queen Mother EMB 408P
  O C C Emblazon 854E

CED 11
BW 0.6
WW 45
YW 76
Milk 22
Marb 0.57
RE 0.34

Dam’s ProD
Br 4 @ 96
Nr 4 @ 97
Yr 2 @ 99

CE sCorE


Wide-based and robust from the ground up and he came by it honestly, check out the picture 
of his dam.  She also stems from the original 796C cow we owned with Chrismans and stacks 
Image Maker and Emblazon genetics on top of that.  We thought enough of him to use him 
cleanup on registered Angus cows.  He ratioed 102 NR, 109 YR, and has a very well-balanced 
EPD profile in our opinion.

JGm desTiNed 6a6
AAA 18975709 • Angus • BD 4/6/2016

loT

14
 H A Power Alliance 1025
ConnEAly StimUlUS 8419
 Black Creesa of Conanga 5332
 O C C Emblazon 854E
JGm DiXiE EriCA 8m1
 JGM Dixie Erica IM 608S
  H A Image Maker 0415

CED 12
BW 0.0
WW 49
YW 85
Milk 25
Marb 0.45
RE 0.49

Dam’s ProD
Br 7 @ 101
Nr 7 @ 105
Yr 3 @ 101

CE sCorE
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stimulus sons

Connealy Stimulus heifer calf with her Magnitude dam, the calf is a 3/4 sister to lot 15

JGM Blackbird 4C1 - Maternal sister to lot 16 pictured in September with her 2nd calf

Sisters to the sale bulls grazing corn stalks last February.  Our experience has 
been that correctly developed breeding cattle should experience the rigors of the 

environment they are expected to thrive in as yearlings.

Angus cow bull buyers take note: 101 NR, 102 YR, 110 IMF, and 108 REA and front pasture 
good looks.  We really like the Stimulus*Magnitude mating, it works the same every time.  Look 
him up, you will not be disappointed.

JGm declaraTioN 6a7
AAA 18975710 • Angus • BD 4/6/2016

loT

15
 H A Power Alliance 1025
ConnEAly StimUlUS 8419
 Black Creesa of Conanga 5332
 O C C Magnitude 805M
JGm WintrESS 1n17
 Koupals Wintress 0267
  O C C Edison 801E

CED 2
BW 3.3
WW 47
YW 80
Milk 21
Marb 0.47
RE 0.48

Dam’s ProD
Br 5 @ 111
Nr 5 @ 101
Yr 2 @ 98

CE sCorE


This big-nutted and docile ET bull offers a great blend of proven maternal and carcass genetics.  
After starting at 80# he got up and grew and posted an impressive gain ratio of 123 on summer 
grass.  At ultrasound he posted ratios of 119 marbling and 102 ribeye.  He offers added value on 
the ranch, in the feedlot and on the rail.  Check out the picture of his dam to the right.

cfc sTimulus a66
AAA 18977529 • Angus • BD 9/11/2016

loT

17
 H A Power Alliance 1025
ConnEAly StimUlUS 8419
 Black Creesa of Conanga 5332
 Leachman Right Time
miSS WiX 2022 HC mC CUmbEr
 Miss Wix 7111 of Mc Cumber
  G D A R Traveler 71

CED 8
BW 1.2
WW 48
YW 82
Milk 29
Marb 0.64
RE 0.48

Dam’s ProD
Br 5 @ 95

Nr 5 @ 104
Yr 5 @ 102

CE sCorE


An ET bull from a massive Emblazon dam, 6A12 is stout and rugged and will really make a set of 
feeding steers.  If your cattle need to be wider and stouter with more rib shape this bull will help.  
His full sisters are feminine and broody, just as you would expect from a pedigree that stacks 
Power Alliance on both sides. 

JGm deacoN 6a12
AAA 18975707 • Angus • BD 4/8/2016

loT

16
 H A Power Alliance 1025
ConnEAly StimUlUS 8419
 Black Creesa of Conanga 5332
 O C C Emblazon 854E
JGm blACkbirD 9m8
 JGM Blackbird PA 713T
  H A Power Alliance 1025

CED 6
BW 2.6
WW 52
YW 82
Milk 25
Marb 0.52
RE 0.43

Dam’s ProD
Br 6 @ 105
Nr 6 @ 104
Yr 1 @ 107

CE sCorE


Dam of lots 8, 17, 36 & 37. Rarely do we bring in outside genetics on the cow side
because we are confident that our system consistently produces the kind of females
that thrive in this environment. However, we have admired this cow for a long time

and are excited to bring in the blood of a proven cow of this quality.

If Henry needs to destroy something, it may as well be the ground.
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full Bore sons

Cole Creek Full Bore 730

Cole Creek Full Bore 730 - Age 7
With quite a bit of history and a lot of daughters in production, Full Bore is our standby Angus 
bull for adding length and performance to cattle while maintaining maternal function.  He is a 
masculine, wide-based individual who sires massive volume and extra thickness.  Full Bore 
progeny greatly excel his EPDs in terms of feedlot performance, the steers are high-gaining 
and the daughters have great maternal instinct and will contribute sons to this sale for many 
years. Co-owned with Neiman 77 Ranch.

 CED BW WW YW CEM Milk MW CW Marb RE
EPD 3 2.7 46 76 2 25 -35 26 0.05 0.37
%Rank 75 80 65 75 95 40 95 75 95 65

Dam of lot 18 as a wet 2yo heifer, also 3/4 sister to lot 29

C F C Double Action 4C3 - Full Bore son purchased by Tim Kalkowski in 2015, bred 
similar to lots 18 & 19.  Many customers comment that our bulls look better after 

they get them home than on sale day. You are at the right place to buy bulls that are 
bred better than they are fed.

This Full Bore son embodies what we like so much about these cattle - he is extra long, correct, 
and well-muscled with a 109 REA ratio.  His dam and grandam are model Angus cows with 
perfect udders and spotless records.  If you haven’t already used the Full Bore sons you should 
give them a try, the cattle have a lot more growth than their EPDs account for and are just easy 
to own, being productive and trouble free. 

JGm double barrel 6c4
AAA 18975711 • Angus • BD 4/4/2016

loT

20
 Cole Creek Black Cedar 46P
ColE CrEEk FUll borE 730
 Cole Creek S G Jumboleen 76P
 O C C Great Plains 943G
JGm miSS WiX 0XG2
 K N M Miss Wix 864
  Cole Creek Juanada Gold 92P

CED 5
BW 1.3
WW 39
YW 60
Milk 24
Marb 0.12
RE 0.39

Dam’s ProD
Br 5 @ 102
Nr 5 @ 99
Yr 1 @ 93

CE sCorE


Herd bull alert!  If you have passed over all the good Full Bore herd bulls we have sold over the 
past 4 years looking for one that is just right, then maybe this is the one.  Fittingly he originates 
from the foundation 796C cow that we purchased with Martins about 13 years ago.  He posts 
ratios of 101 birth, 112 weaning, 109 yearling, 105 ribeye and 125 marbling.  This extremely long 
bull shows a lot of masculinity, is docile and has big nuts.  Pedigree and our experience suggests 
his daughters will be extremely productive and the steers will hang extra pounds on the rail.  See 
picture of granddam on page 22. Highly recommended.

cfc double barrel c65
AAA 18977535 • Angus • BD 2/28/2016

loT

18
 Cole Creek Black Cedar 46P
ColE CrEEk FUll borE 730
 Cole Creek S G Jumboleen 76P
 Sinclair Emulation XXP
C F C DiXiE EriCA 3X1 oF 8A2
 C F C Dixie Erica 8A2
  H A Power Alliance 1025

CED 3
BW 1.9
WW 54
YW 92
Milk 24
Marb 0.26
RE 0.29

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 97

Nr 2 @ 106
Yr 1 @ 109

CE sCorE


This thick and moderate framed individual has a lot to offer with ratios of 96 birth, 101 weaning 
and 110 ribeye.  When you study how the blood is blended he is very closely related to lot 18.  
The Angus cow gained populartiy due to her ability to thrive on the low quality, less desireable 
forages of our nation’s farms and ranches with superior fertility and production without much 
supplemental feed.  According to the MARC today’s Angus cow is larger than any other breed.  
What happened?  Rest assured, as breeders we are focussed on the traits that made her 
profitable.  SS bulls will produce the right kind of cow.

cfc derivaTive c66
AAA 18977536 • Angus • BD 3/4/2016

loT

19
 Cole Creek Black Cedar 46P
ColE CrEEk FUll borE 730
 Cole Creek S G Jumboleen 76P
 Sinclair Executive 9XV2
C F C DiXiE EriCA 1XX6
 C F C Dixie Erica 9V3
  N Bar Emulation Ext A1747

CED 6
BW 0.5
WW 41
YW 71
Milk 24
Marb 0.20
RE 0.27

Dam’s ProD
Br 5 @ 97

Nr 5 @ 102
Yr 2 @ 103

CE sCorE
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full Bore sons

H A Power Alliance 1025 - He figures prominently in the pedigree of several lots

A productive Full Bore daughter who is a full sister to the dam of lot 24, pictured 
with her Stimulus sired heifer calf a couple weeks before weaning

The proven and productive dam of lot 22

Sired by a Full Bore son that left some great daughters here and is doing the same for Mitch 
Bredthauer currently.  These are older genetics that will outperform their EPDs as feedlot cattle, 
and to top it off 6C12 posted an IMF ratio of 133 at ultrasound time.  He will do just like his sire, 
generating steers with extra muscle shape and females that are feminine and productive.

JGm double ouGhT 6c12
AAA 18994098 • Angus • BD 4/24/2016

loT

21
 Cole Creek Full Bore 730
JGm boArD APProvED 4C14
 JGM Dixie Erica 8MJ1
 N Bar Emulation Ext A1747
JGm ElbrEA ErikA 9v3
 Vision Elbrea 8060
  Vision Erik 613

CED -4
BW 3.5
WW 40
YW 72
Milk 25
Marb 0.43
RE 0.30

Dam’s ProD
Br 7 @ 102
Nr 7 @ 105
Yr 4 @ 102

CE sCorE


We have sold a quite a few Full Bore sons in the past, and buyer satisfaction has been 
outstanding.  Despite the fact that I know exactly what to expect from this proven pedigree, I still 
get excited about bulls like this.  Check out his dam and her performance ratios, she is pictured 
at 11 years of age while raising another really good one.  The cowmen should find this one, we 
think a lot of him.

JGm depTh charGe 6c17
AAA 18994625 • Angus • BD 4/29/2016

loT

22
 Cole Creek Full Bore 730
JGm boArD APProvED 4C14
 JGM Dixie Erica 8MJ1
 H A Power Alliance 1025
4G PoWEr AlliAnCE 698
 E&b Lady Ext 837
  N Bar Emulation EXT

CED -2
BW 4.1
WW 43
YW 79
Milk 23
Marb 0.28
RE 0.49

Dam’s ProD
Br 10 @ 103
Nr 10 @ 99
Yr 5 @ 103

CE sCorE


A Full Bore grandson sired by 4C19, a previous sale feature that Mitch Bredthauer spotted, we 
appreciate that Mitch always finds the good ones.  6C20 also stacks two shots of Power Alliance 
and several great cows into his complete pedigree.  No surprise here, he looks like a bull that will 
sire a lot of length and muscle.

JGm discoNTiNued 6c20
AAA 18994100 • Angus • BD 4/30/2016

loT

23
 Cole Creek Full Bore 730
JGm bottomlinE 4C19
 JGM Queen Mother 9A1
 JGM Ultimate 8A2
JGm lADy bonniE 0AU2
 JGM Lady Bonnie EMB 513R
  O C C Emblazon 854E

CED 6
BW 1.5
WW 38
YW 64
Milk 21
Marb 0.19
RE 0.22

Dam’s ProD
Br 6 @ 95
Nr 6 @ 98
Yr 2 @ 99

CE sCorE


C F C Powertrain 3A3 - Power Alliance x EXT bull purchased in  
2015 sale by 9R Land & Cattle.

Future rock star Gavin Anderson has a captive audience, we hear he  
can really play a guitar.
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sitz dasH sons

 CED BW WW YW CEM Milk MW CW Marb RE
EPD 12 -0.4 45 74 10 18 -9 16 0.33 0.41
%Rank 10 20 70 80 30 85 95 90 70 55 Sitz Dash 10277

Sitz Dash 10277 - Age 10
Dash is a highly-proven A.I. calving ease sire that is Gail’s favorite heifer bull ever.  He 
fits our paradigm well as he ranks in the top 15% of Angus sires for heifer pregnancy EPD 
and the top 10% for CED and $EN as well as top 30% for CEM and $W.  Dash daughters 
are moderate framed, easy-fleshing, and have superior udder quality.  We think he will 
be remembered as one of the great maternal sires of his time and encourage you to look 
through these sons if you desire calving ease and outstanding range cows.

JGM Merle LGD 501R - Maternal granddam of lot 24

Lot 26, JGM Devotion 6D9, pictured on grass in October

This trio of Dash*Full Bore bulls are 3/4 brothers and have the credentials to be heifer bulls.  They 
all posted strong indivdual performance at weaning and yearling, are high maternal calving ease 
and in the top 25% of the breed for $EN.  It is worth noting that the granddams of these bulls are 
10+ years old, with sound feet, great udders, and strong production records.   They will work on 
heifers or cows and will sire outstanding females, no guesswork. 

JGm discipliNe 6d6
AAA 18975712 • Angus • BD 3/19/2016

loT

24
 Sitz Upward 307R
Sitz DASH 10277
 Sitz Everelda Entense 2665
 Cole Creek Full Bore 730
JGm mErlE 4C16
 JGM Merle LGD 501R
  O C C Legend 616L

CED 10
BW 0.1
WW 44
YW 70
Milk 19
Marb 0.27
RE 0.39

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 104
Nr 2 @ 105
Yr 1 @ 104

CE sCorE


JGm diliGeNce 6d7
AAA 18975713 • Angus • BD 3/19/2016

loT

25
 Sitz Upward 307R
Sitz DASH 10277
 Sitz Everelda Entense 2665
 Cole Creek Full Bore 730
JGm ElbrEA ErikA 4C15
 JGM Elbrea Erika PA 617S
  H A Power Alliance 1025

CED 6
BW 2.1
WW 43
YW 71
Milk 20
Marb 0.17
RE 0.42

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 100
Nr 2 @ 104
Yr 1 @ 100

CE sCorE


JGm devoTioN 6d9
AAA 18975714 • Angus • BD 3/19/2016

loT

26
 Sitz Upward 307R
Sitz DASH 10277
 Sitz Everelda Entense 2665
 Cole Creek Full Bore 730
JGm lADy bonniE 4C8
 JGM Lady Bonnie RN 702T
  CSU Ram Nation 5108

CED 10
BW 0.4
WW 45
YW 73
Milk 21
Marb 0.32
RE 0.34

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 105
Nr 2 @ 103
Yr 1 @ 104

CE sCorE


3/4 Brothers

Chase watching cows through 
the gate this fall

Regan and Kaitlin watching the solar eclipse in August
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Game day sons

GDAR Game Day 449

GDAR Game Day 449 - Age 13
Time-tested and proven high accuracy calving ease sire that offers solid marbling and ribeye.  
However the most valuable asset of this bull is his ability to break the antagonism between 
input costs and outputs.  With over 1600 daughters in production he reports a weaning output 
projection ($W) in the top 10% while having a cow input savings projection ($EN) in the top 
2%.  Not only are his daughters right-sized and hard-working, they also exhibit snug udders 
with ideal teat size.

 CED BW WW YW CEM Milk MW CW Marb RE
EPD 10 -0.6 45 84 6 22 -42 27 0.41 0.49
%Rank 20 15 70 60 75 60 95 70 60 45

Dam of lots 27 & 28 pictured at 9 C F C Cold Powder 2C51 - Maternal brother to lots 27 & 28.   
He is a Full Bore son owned by K Land & Cattle.

Here you find a pair of ET full sib calving ease prospects by the highly proven Game Day and 
out of a hard working 12-year-old donor.  Check out her production ratios!  In addition to that, 
she has had 6 calves scanned at 104 IMF and 102 REA ratios. She truly is a unique breeding 
piece ranking in the top 1% of the Angus breed for low birth weight, top 3% CED, top 5% CEM 
and top 10% for $EN or feed savings, while also offering more performance and scope than most 
cattle of similar pedigree. She consistently transmits length, extension and structural correctness 
with good docility. At 12 her udder is still very sound and she has small well placed teats.  To her 
strengths I expect Game Day to add some thickness and fleshing ability.  I believe the progeny of 
this pair will outperform their EPDs for weaning and growth.  The American Angus Assn. system 
discounts older well proven cows when it should do the exact opposite.  If you want elite calving 
ease and proven maternal value then look no further.  I would caution you that some of the Game 
Days are known to be a little nervous.  28 seems fine.  27 was more excited than I prefer when 
we took his video.

cfc daYdream d64
AAA 18987717 • Angus • BD 9/17/2016

loT

27
 Boyd New Day 8005
GDAr GAmE DAy 449
 G D A R Miss Wix 474
 N Bar Prime Time D806
SinClAir C PriDE 5P64 2F21
 N Bar Clova Pride S C C 2F21
  N Bar Moderation 9955

CED 11
BW -1.8
WW 33
YW 61
Milk 24
Marb 0.46
RE 0.36

Dam’s ProD
Br 10 @ 99

Nr 10 @ 106
Yr 9 @ 103

CE sCorE


cfc daYliGhT d62
AAA 18987716 • Angus • BD 9/13/2016

loT

28 CE  
sCorE
CED 11 • BW -1.8 • WW 33 • YW 61 • Milk 24 • Marb 0.52 • RE 0.26

JGM Core Values 5G11 sold in our 2016 sale. Thank You to Ryan Neiman and  
Judd Hoos for having confidence in him.

Lena and Kelli were lucky enough to attend the 2017 World Cup Showjumping 
Finals in Omaha (rarely in the U.S.)!
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XXp sons

Sinclair Emulation XXP 

Sinclair Emulation XXP - Age 11
Used A.I. as our Emulation sire of choice based on his ability to replicate all the great traits 
(fertility, longevity, udder quality, marbling and rapid early growth) of his sire while also 
offering improved docility, base width and performance.  You will be hard pressed to find a 
bull anywhere that sires more length than XXP.  With top 15% ranking for maternal calving 
ease and top 20% ranking for cow energy savings ($EN) and carcass weight, he will sire 
easy-keeping females that can lay down and deliver a big calf easily and then have the ability 
to raise a big steer calf that will hang heavy on the rail and do this into their teens.

 CED BW WW YW CEM Milk MW CW Marb RE
EPD 2 1.3 57 103 12 11 37 47 0.66 0.05
%Rank 80 50 30 30 15 95 35 20 25 95

Dam of lot 29 at 11 years - CFC-JGM Dixie Erica 796P

Foundation grandam of lot 12 and 29, and great-grandam of lots 14, 18, and 19

This extremely long-bodied and docile bull comes from a proven pedigree that will give you no 
surprises.  He performed well as an indiviual with ratios of 103 birth, 112 weaning, 105 yearling 
and 102 ribeye.  To the best of my memory his dam has never had a heifer calf that was not 
kept or a bull that did not make the sale.  We love our XXP daughters for their udder quality, 
disposition and overall maternal design.  It is no wonder his semen trades for $100 per straw.  
You will start to see many of his sons showing up for sale across the country.  Not many will be 
out of cows as good as this one.

cfc dYNamo x61
AAA 18977539 • Angus • BD 3/1/2016

loT

29
 N Bar Emulation EXT
SinClAir EmUlAtion XXP
 N Bar Primrose Y3051
 Three Trees Alberto 1040
CFC-JGm DiXiE EriCA 796P
 C M Dixie Erica 796C
  Q A S Traveler 23-4

CED 2
BW 0.6
WW 47
YW 85
Milk 20
Marb 0.45
RE 0.10

Dam’s ProD
Br 9 @ 105
Nr 9 @ 107
Yr 9 @ 106

CE sCorE


This maternally oriented son of XXP should work really well on heifers and leave you with a set 
of moderate framed easy keeping daughters that will last a long time.  Thank you for considering 
our program if you are looking for the first time.  You may have never heard of us because we 
don’t advertise much.  We are fortunate to have a wonderful group of repeat customers that have 
found value in our product.  Thank you for your continued support, encouragement and feedback.  
We cherish our relationship with each of you!

cfc domiNo x62
AAA 18977534 • Angus • BD 9/6/2016

loT

30
 N Bar Emulation EXT
SinClAir EmUlAtion XXP
 N Bar Primrose Y3051
 Cole Creek Black Cedar 46P
ColE CrEEk blACk JUAnADA 723
 Cole Creek Juanada 49T
  Cole Creek Goldmere 31N

CED 5
BW 0.0
WW 44
YW 78
Milk 18
Marb 0.46
RE 0.15

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 97
Nr 2 @ 97
Yr 2 @ 98

CE sCorE


JGM Beethoven 4X2. Thanks to Chris Fryzek at 9R Land & Cattle for purchasing him 
in our 2016 sale, pictured in early January 2018. JGM Correct 5X2. Thanks to Travis Sterner for purchasing him last year.
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pioneer Wave sons

B3R Pioneer Wave Y409

B3R Pioneer Wave Y409 - Age 6
Pioneer Wave is an outcross sire combining the calving ease of the Final Answer sire line with 
the carcass strengths of Gardens Wave on the bottom side of his pedigree.  We utilized him to 
create some outcross bulls with extra carcass merit because he ranks in the top 20% for IMF 
and the top 1% for REA based on progeny carcass data.  The Wave daughters are noted for 
making long-lasting cows and based on Milk and $EN we expect the Pioneer Wave daughters 
to fit our environment well.

 CED BW WW YW CEM Milk MW CW Marb RE
EPD 6 1.6 48 86 8 20 1 40 0.70 1.05
%Rank 55 60 60 60 55 75 85 35 25 1

Grandpa and the girls posing before the daddy/daughter dance.   
We are thankful for all he does for us, from pregging cows to testing bulls to 

dancing, he is a man of many talents.

Stacking a couple generations of ABS sires, this Pioneer Wave son is big and long with strong 
ratios of 113 NR and 115 YR.  He is a performance bull that will sire steers with the ability to get 
big in the feedlot and garner carcass premiums.

JGm daTabase 6J1
AAA 18975715 • Angus • BD 3/31/2016

loT

31
 S A V Pioneer 7301
b3r PionEEr WAvE y409
 HR T424 RO26 GW
 Sinclair Open Range 2Q23
JGm miSS bonniE 3Q3
 JGM Miss Bonnie PT 412P
  T K Patriot 1118B

CED -2
BW 4.3
WW 55
YW 99
Milk 19
Marb 0.47
RE 0.70

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 110
Nr 2 @ 107
Yr 2 @ 107

CE sCorE


A full brother in blood to lot 31, they are out of flushmate dams.  This one is more moderate in 
frame but still put together stats of 106 NR, 106 YR, 115 IMF, and 105 REA.  He can be used 
on heifers most places and is backed by a dam with a history of below avg birth weights.  He is 
shapely, masculine and high libido - but handles gentle.

JGm daTa maNaGer 6J6
AAA 18975716 • Angus • BD 4/8/2016

loT

32
 S A V Pioneer 7301
b3r PionEEr WAvE y409
 HR T424 RO26 GW
 Sinclair Open Range 2Q23
JGm miSS bonniE 3Q4
 JGM Miss Bonnie PT 412P
  T K Patriot 1118B

CED 8
BW 0.2
WW 46
YW 81
Milk 20
Marb 0.53
RE 0.73

Dam’s ProD
Br 3 @ 94

Nr 3 @ 101
Yr 2 @ 104

CE sCorE


We struggle to find the words to 

describe the immense support 

provided to us by all the people in 

our lives. So with that, we simply 

say a heart felt, THANK YOU.

Very “Large” thank you to Ryan Large for 
videoing all the sale bulls and providing 

assistance at the sale! Videos can be seen 
online at www.ssbeefbulls.com
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Heifers

Kiley & Caitlin Roundtree - Parks, NE
Kiley Cell:  308-340-1718

35 head of march 1 to April 5 born commercial SimAngus heifers sired 
by SS 1/4 & 1/2 Simmental bulls including the genetics of Tanker and 
Jetfleck.  Heifers will be oCv, pelvic measured, tract scored, and weighed 
before the sale.  They will be offered in groups of 5 head, with buyers 
having privilege on subsequent groups.  Kiley and Caitlin are longtime 
friends and customers and had us come down in december and help sort 
the most uniform and docile heifers right off the top of 180 total head.  
The mothers of these heifers run in big country and are forced to work for 
their living.  The heifers they sold in the 2017 sale preg-checked well and 
have developed into a top notch set of bred heifers, and we are confident 
these will do the same.  it is rare to get an opportunity to buy off the top.  
Help yourself here.

 Sire of lot 736 - 740 heifers 
- CFCC Good Fortune 3PU8A 
(ASA# 3319222) was 
selected by the Cornelius 
Family out of our 2015 sale.  
He is a son of Singletary 
(sire of Cowboy Cut) and 
out of a linebred Emulation 
cow.  Dave called me after 
he weaned this fall and told 
me I had to come up and see 
the calves out of this bull.  
After looking through them 

I agreed with his excitement.  The heifers are big ribbed and feminine and the steers 
have muscle and pounds.  Better yet, there were no sort-offs in the group.  I jumped 
at the opportunity to use the bull natural service on our fall cows.  Based on the quality of 
Dave’s calves and the half sisters we have by Singletary we decided to use him A.I. also.   

Semen Available.  Call Travis or Dave.

Cornelius Family Farms - Madrid, NE
Dave Cornelius cell:  308-352-6559

5 head of commercial SimAngus half-sister 
replacement heifers sired by CfCC Good fortune 
3pu8A.  Born unassisted between march 9-22, 
2017 to 3-year-old heifers, 3 of which are 
daughters of the ABS stud bull Superior (sire of 
Tanker).  This is an opportunity to buy from one 
of the stoutest herds in southwest nebraska that 
has been dedicated to improving quality and 
performance through an A.i. program for the past 
34 years.  Heifers will be oCv and weighed before 
the sale.  They will sell as a group of 5.

Health:  may - vision 7 Somnus, Bovishield Gold 
5;  September - pyramid 5, vison 7 Somnus, pasturella;  
october - pour-on;  January - oCv, 5-way mlv with 
vibrio-lepto, Safeguard

Health:  Titanium 5 pHm and visoin 7 Somnus at 
branding in spring;  Titanium 5 pHm in September;  Titanium 
5, vision 7 Somnus and normectin pour on october 10 at 

weaning;  Bovishield Gold vl5 and oCv on January 4.

Lots

701 - 705 __________________________________________________________

706 - 710 __________________________________________________________

711 - 715 __________________________________________________________

716 - 720 __________________________________________________________

721 - 725 __________________________________________________________

726 - 730 __________________________________________________________

731 - 735 __________________________________________________________

Lots

736 - 740 ____________________________________________________
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tanker sons & Grandsons

TNT Tanker U263

tNt tanker U263 - Age 9
Tanker is a purebred Simmental performance sire that works extremely well on 
our Angus cows.  He is a power bull that ranks in the top 2% of the Simmental 
breed for weaning weight, yearling weight, average daily gain, carcass weight 
and ribeye.  But he is not just a “numbers” bull as his progeny are stout made, 
well balanced and powerful with excellent feet and sound structure.  Another 
essential bonus is excellent vigor at birth.  He is the perfect complement for our 
Angus genetics, and these Tanker sons will work well on high percentage Angus 
or SimAngus cows to sire steers that weigh up heavy at weaning and finish 
heavy in the feedlot.  The halfblood Tanker daughters are as nice a set of young 
cows as we have ever had.  They are moderate in frame with excellent maternal 
calving ease and outstanding fertility thus far.  This is validated by a top 15% 
stayability ranking.  Do not hesitate to keep the daughters of these Tanker sons, 
and expect to be impressed by the steers.

 CED BW WW YW CEM Milk CW Marb RE
EPD 3 2.7 83 131 15 23 72 -0.10 1.38
%Rank 99 70 2 1 2 40 1 95 1

CAuTion: epdS on SimAnGuS BullS CAn noT Be diReCTly CompARed To THe epdS on THe AnGuS BullS. THey ARe 
CAlCulATed SepARATely By eACH ASSoCiATion.

Note: Dam ratios may be a combination of records kept by the AAA and ASA as we used the AAA to calculate ratios on our SimAngus 
bulls from 2013-2015.  Also be aware that the ASA reports BR as an inverted ratio. All birth ratios in this catalog are reported the same 
as the Angus Association for the purpose of consistency. Therefore if any bull had a birthweight below the herd average then his ratio 
will be below 100 and visa versa.

Lot 33, 34 & 35 - Full Brothers in Blood

E&B Ideal Lady 162 - Maternal grandam of lots 33 - 35 pictured at 9 years of age

Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. Full brother in blood to lot 34 and 35, and true to form 
he is really good and scanned really well at 107 IMF and 107 REA.  Tie into him and his brothers 
if you need to add payweight to a set of calves or fat cattle, but still want to retain females that 
excel as brood cows.  It is safe to say you will drive a lot of miles before you find three Tanker full 
blood brothers backed by Emulation 5522 daughters with 2 generations of Benoit Angus donor 
cows behind them.  We bought the 162 cow at 9 years of age and flushed her, and the 858 EXT 
cow behind her remains one of the most powerful cows we have seen and was a donor for Benoit 
Angus, 4G Angus, and Booths.   

JGm double xl 644d
ASA 3323751 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 4/5/2016

loT

33
 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
tnt tAnkEr U263
 TNT MISS S17
 EMULATION N BAR 5522
JGm iDEAl lADy 1F1
 E&B IDEAL LADY 162
  IDEAL 1418 OF 8103 4286

CED 9
BW 0.2
WW 61
YW 99
Milk 21
Marb 0.20
RE 0.80

Dam’s ProD
Br 5 @ 99

Nr 5 @ 102
Yr 4 @ 102

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. Full brother in blood to lot 33 and 35.  We aren’t sure 
which of the brothers is better, but they are all sure-enough good ones.  This is a proven mating 
with no guesswork, they will only get more impressive with time.  Lot 34 earned ratios of 107 NR, 
107 YR, and 111 REA ratio and his ranking within the breed places him in the top 1% for carcass 
weight, top 10% for gain and maternal calving ease, top 15% for yearling weight and ribeye.   

JGm doublesTuf 635d
ASA 3323745 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 4/3/2016

loT

34
 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
tnt tAnkEr U263
 TNT MISS S17
 EMULATION N BAR 5522
JGm iDEAl lADy 1F3
 E&B IDEAL LADY 162
  IDEAL 1418 OF 8103 4286

CED 8
BW 1.1
WW 70
YW 116
Milk 21
Marb 0.03
RE 0.86

Dam’s ProD
Br 5 @ 100
Nr 5 @ 102
Yr 2 @ 105

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled.  Full brother in blood to lot 33 and 34.  Here is the 
product of a proven mating with quality full-brothers going to Marvin Mueller in 2016 and Brad & 
Ryan Ensz last year.  Individually he posts ratios of 104 weaning, 108 yearling and 102 ribeye with 
an amazing gain ratio on grass of 130.  All of this performance from a cow that weighs 1215#.  On 
paper he is top 20% yearling and carcass weight and top 10% gain and maternal calving ease.

cfcc deadbolT 648
ASA 3233627 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 9/16/2016

loT

35
 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
tnt tAnkEr U263
 TNT MISS S17
 EMULATION N BAR 5522
1F2
 E&B IDEAL LADY 162
  IDEAL 1418 OF 8103 4286

CED 8
BW 0.7
WW 68
YW 112
Milk 19
Marb 0.00
RE 0.73

Dam’s ProD
Br 4 @ 96
Nr 4 @ 97
Yr 2 @ 102

CE sCorE
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tanker sons & Grandsons

Dam of lot 35 and full sister to dams of lots 33 & 34

Lot 37, pictured in early December

JGM Miss Bonnie EMB 405P, the granddam of lot 38,  
pictured grazing corn stalks at 10 years of age

Pictured with her 2017 heifer calf by WINC Live Ammo, the dam of lot 39 is a cow 
we continue to be impressed by

Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. Lot 38 posted 99 BW, 108 NR, 105 YW, 102 IMF and 
100 REA ratios with top 3% carcass weight and top 25% REA and ADG EPDs.  As impressive 
as his peformance numbers are, you have to see this one to appreciate him.  He is an absolute 
beast, and not because he was shut in and fed hard, but because he is bred to be that way.  I 
have one fault with this bull, and that is he doesn’t like to be by himself, noticed that when we 
were working the bulls, but he is fine in a group.  He comes from a cow family with tremendous 
longevity and udder quality, expect his daughters to be around a long time.

JGm dimeNsioN 650d
ASA 3323755 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 4/7/2016

loT

38
 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
tnt tAnkEr U263
 TNT MISS S17
 JGM UTMOST 8XS14
JGm miSS bonniE 0U10
 JGM MISS BONNIE EMB 405P
  O C C EMBLAZON 854E

CED 10
BW -0.3
WW 63
YW 103
Milk 20
Marb 0.17
RE 0.75

Dam’s ProD
Br 6 @ 101
Nr 6 @ 104
Yr 1 @ 107

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. Used this bull to clean up cows this summer, and as 
I study his data and phenotype I have no idea why he is for sale, we should be keeping him.  
His individual peformance was 85 BW, 108 NR, 107 YR, and 108 REA, and the Simmental 
association places him in the top 1% for carcass weight, top 2% for ribeye, and top 10% for gain 
- all told he ranks in the top 35% or better for 8 traits.  His dam is an exemplary cow that raised 
one of our top heifer calves this summer.  His grandam has an outstanding son working for Shad 
and Jared Stamm, and one that is a resident herd bull here.  He is the real deal, help yourself.   

JGm duramax 640d
ASA 3323748 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 4/4/2016

loT

39
 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
tnt tAnkEr U263
 TNT MISS S17
 CONNEALY CONTRAST
JGm mirAGE 302A
 TR MIRAGE 1068Y
  OCC LEGEND 616L

CED 10
BW -1.2
WW 69
YW 116
Milk 24
Marb 0.18
RE 1.03

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 90

Nr 2 @ 105
Yr 2 @ 103

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled.  Full ET brothers out of the proven Angus breed matron 
and sired by Tanker who consistently adds more pounds in a functional package than any bull 
we know of.  On paper they rank in the top 1% of the SimAngus population for carcass weight 
and top 4% for maternal calving ease.  This tells us their daughters will give you as many pounds 
as possible without any calving difficulties.  What could be more important to profitable cattle 
production?  Individually 646 had a 127 gain ratio on grass this summer and weighed 1218# 
at a year and two weeks without ever having seen a feed bunk.  Thats right - he gained 2.44 
from July 7 - Sep. 27 with no compensatory gain as they came off rye and spring grass prior to 
weighing in.  650 came off grass at 1108# for a 101 ratio, but caught up to within 20# exactly one 
month later when we scanned the bulls.   650 offers a touch more ribeye with 107 ratio and 646 
was better for marbling with 114 ratio.  Aptly named this pair spreads their weight over a lot of 
thickness and length.  Tie into either one or both and they will pull your herd in the right direction.  
We plan to collect semen on one of these brothers before delivery this spring. Check out the 
picture of their dam on page 12.

cfcc dimeNsioN 646
ASA 3233626 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 9/15/2016

loT

36
 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
tnt tAnkEr U263
 TNT MISS S17
 LEACHMAN RIGHT TIME
miSS WiX 2022 HC mC CUmbEr
 MISS WIX 7111 OF MC CUMBER
  G D A R TRAVELER 71

CED 9
BW 0.2
WW 70
YW 116
Milk 28
Marb 0.25
RE 0.66

Dam’s ProD
Br 5 @ 95

Nr 5 @ 104
Yr 5 @ 102

CE sCorE


cfcc drawbar 650
ASA 3233629 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 9/19/2016

loT

37 CE  
sCorE
CED 9 • BW 0.2 • WW 70 • YW 116 • Milk 28 • Marb 0.05 • RE 0.73
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tanker sons & Grandsons

Lot 40, pictured in early October on pasture

C F C Dixie Erica 8A2 - Elite donor and Granddam of lots 41 & 18.

American Muscle earned his name as a calf when he recorded an actual WW of 822 
lb and adjusted 205 day weight of 878 lb.  He is gentle as can be and is the perfect 
blend of the signature Tanker mass and the flawless structure of his dam.  We are 
using him A.I. and cleanup and really like the look of these cattle, he sires a lot of 

visible muscle and nearly perfect feet and legs.  A full brother sells as lot 40.

Lot 43 pictured at 3.5 months of age with his powerful dam

Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. This guy is a full brother to American Muscle with a tick 
more length and frame, and ranks in the top 10% for carcass weight and top 20% for REA.  He will 
without a doubt sire pounds in the right package, we would love to feed a set of his steer calves.  
On top of that, our American Muscle bred heifers are fancy and we expect nothing less from 
Duplicate Copy.  As you can see from his picture he is made right, he is good from every angle. 

JGm duplicaTe copY 652d
ASA 3323756 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 4/8/2016

loT

40
 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
tnt tAnkEr U263
 TNT MISS S17
 K N M EMULATION 521
k n m roSEttA 815
 K N M ROSETTA 547
  COLE CREEK GOLDMERE 110M

CED 7
BW 1.0
WW 60
YW 95
Milk 23
Marb 0.08
RE 0.80

Dam’s ProD
Br 8 @ 104
Nr 8 @ 99
Yr 4 @ 101

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled.  This docile, big-nutted and moderate framed rascal 
packs about much weight as you can onto a 5 frame score.  If you prefer a Tanker son with more 
marbling potential, then he is probably it with a 137 ratio.  He offers top 10% carcass weight and 
top 25% MCE.  Maternally he is a lock for quality with his 1230# dam being double-bred to our 
foundation donor Dixie Erica 796C.

cfcc daGwood 642
ASA 3233625 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 9/13/2016

loT

41
 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
tnt tAnkEr U263
 TNT MISS S17
 C F C FIRST STEP 9V1
C F C DiXiE EriCA 1v2
 C F C DIXIE ERICA 8A2
  H A POWER ALLIANCE 1025

CED 4
BW 1.4
WW 58
YW 92
Milk 21
Marb 0.53
RE 0.67

Dam’s ProD
Br 4 @ 99
Nr 4 @ 95
Yr 4 @ 97

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. This American Muscle son is big down his top and from 
behind.  He is out of a stellar cow that raised the high selling SimAngus bull a couple years ago, 
selling with our appreciation to Sam Lee.  This bull ratioed well across the board for performance 
and carcass, no holes performance and phenotype.  If your wife is as involved on the ranch as 
mine is, buy her a trouble free bull like this one that will make stout steers and big volumed heifers 
instead of flowers for Valentine’s day - he will be the gift that keeps on giving for years. 

JGm daYbreaker 698d
ASA 3323781 • 25% Sim, 75% Angus • BD 4/29/2016

loT

42
 TNT TANKER U263
JGm AmEriCAn mUSClE b438
 K N M ROSETTA 815
 OCC LEGEND 616L
tr mirAGE 1142y
 TR COW
  OCC MANCHESTER 855M

CED 7
BW 1.0
WW 60
YW 93
Milk 20
Marb 0.26
RE 0.56

Dam’s ProD
Br 4 @ 98
Nr 4 @ 99
Yr 4 @ 100

CE sCorE


Red Gene Carrier, Horn Gene Carrier. The dam of this bull is the pretty blaze faced cow pictured 
on the “management” page, and shown again here with him by her side at 105 days of age.  The 
Simmental side of his pedigree combines Tanker and our Canadian Fleckvieh cows to result in 
this rugged, muscular range bull that should serve you well for years to come.

JGm duallY 6101d
ASA 3323783 • 25% Sim, 75% Angus • BD 5/1/2016

loT

43
 TNT TANKER U263
JGm AmEriCAn mUSClE b438
 K N M ROSETTA 815
 OCC TOTAL 616T
mFi blACk GAbi 9196
 MFI GABI 6170 668017
  MFI WHISTLER 47L

CED 7
BW 1.6
WW 58
YW 87
Milk 19
Marb 0.29
RE 0.37

Dam’s ProD
Br 6 @ 108
Nr 6 @ 96
Yr 1 @ 95

CE sCorE
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JGM Backstrap 437B - Sire of lots 44-46.  Backstrap is a Tanker son we used 
cleanup then sold. Thank You to Marvin Mueller for taking him and several other 
good ones home over the last few years.  Backstrap is pictured the day he was 

delivered as a 2-year-old and did a great job of replicating his performance, muscle, 
and length in the calf crop we have out of him.  These sons are stout-featured 

performance bulls with lots of shape and size.
Fintry of Graham 47539, maternal grandsire of lot 47 was a Genex AI stud sire 

known for siring extra muscle

Mr. NLC Entrepreneur, sire of lot 47, is a heavily used Tanker son that we sampled.  
He offers more marbling than his sire and is a consistent sire that has served us 

well.  We have several daughters entering the herd.

Homozygous Black, Potential Horn Gene Carrier. This was one of my favorites as a calf and 
has remained one of my favorites.  He is really 3 dimensional and stout, and is bred very similar 
to lot 42 - you can see it when you look them over.  His dam is a standout cow that raises a 
quality calf every time.  He scanned with a 124 IMF ratio and should really sire a set of feeders, 
mark him good.

JGm derrick 682d
ASA 3323774 • 25% Sim, 75% Angus • BD 4/23/2016

loT

44
 TNT TANKER U263
JGm bACkStrAP 437b
 JGM BLACKBIRD 1XS1
 OCC LEGEND 616L
tr mirAGE 1143y
 TR COW
  OCC MANCHESTER 855M

CED 6
BW 2.1
WW 66
YW 103
Milk 22
Marb 0.39
RE 0.44

Dam’s ProD
Br 4 @ 105
Nr 4 @ 101
Yr 4 @ 104

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. Big, strong, and high-performing bull that ratioed 106 
NR and 104 YR, these Backstrap sons do not take a back seat to anything.  As a sire group they 
are more watchful, but very respectful to handle and they started off younger than the AI sired 
calves but have caught up and kept right on coming.  This one has Full Bore on the bottom side, 
and will sure sire a set of calves that press the scales down.

JGm defiNiTioN 687d
ASA 3323776 • 25% Sim, 75% Angus • BD 4/24/2016

loT

45
 TNT TANKER U263
JGm bACkStrAP 437b
 JGM BLACKBIRD 1XS1
 COLE CREEK FULL BORE 730
JGm ProUD ErikA 2C24
 JG PROUD ERIKA PT 411P
  T K PATRIOT 1118B

CED 8
BW 1.8
WW 67
YW 96
Milk 20
Marb 0.28
RE 0.47

Dam’s ProD
Br 3 @ 100
Nr 3 @ 110
Yr 3 @ 105

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. Ratios of 110 NR, 109 YR, and 109 REA give you a 
pretty good idea what this one is going to look like.  Like his brothers, I would describe him as 
long-spined, wide-based, and expressively muscled.  His dam is a 10-year-old Fintry cow that 
always raises a stout one.  If you are serious about adding some pounds and the right look to 
your feeder cattle, tie on here.

JGm discoverY 6107d
ASA 3323786 • 25% Sim, 75% Angus • BD 5/12/2016

loT

46
 TNT TANKER U263
JGm bACkStrAP 437b
 JGM BLACKBIRD 1XS1
 FINTRY OF GRAHAM 47539
k n m miSS WiX 855
 K N M MISS WIX 521
  COLE CREEK JUANADA GOLD 92P

CED 9
BW 1.1
WW 68
YW 96
Milk 19
Marb 0.23
RE 0.80

Dam’s ProD
Br 7 @ 104
Nr 7 @ 100
Yr 1 @ 109

CE sCorE


Red Gene Carrier, Horn Gene Carrier. Another 1/4 blood Simmental Tanker grandson that fits 
right with the rest.  He is extra masculine with a tick more frame and length.  This bull moves out 
sound and free and has a lot of libido, I would expect him to breed a lot of cows.  His IMF and 
REA ratios of 106 and 116 are no surprise with this pedigree.  The W901 cow is a model cow, 
perfectly feminine and wedge shaped with a lot of eye appeal and productivity.

JGm debT free 658d
ASA 3323760 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 4/10/2016

loT

47
 TNT TANKER U263
mr nlC EntrEPrEnEUr 1227
 NLC H MAN T7833
 JGM SURE THING 614S
C F C lolitA W901 JGm
 MFI LOLITA 6255
  RED CROWFOOT OLE`S OSCAR

CED 13
BW -1.6
WW 57
YW 91
Milk 22
Marb 0.49
RE 0.54

Dam’s ProD
Br 6 @ 95

Nr 6 @ 100
Yr 2 @ 96

CE sCorE


JGM Babyback 417B pictured last fall after servicing cows for 9R Land & Cattle. 
Thanks again Chris.
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Phone (402) 781-9378
Fax (402) 781-9379
www.GPLC-Inc.com

 Ki Fanning, Ph.D. Luke Miller, M.S.
 Dan Larson, Ph.D. Matt Luebbe, Ph.D. 
 Jeremy Martin, Ph.D.  Jason Warner, Ph.D.
 Chris Muegge, M.S. Adam Schroeder, M.S., M.B.A.

GPLC offers complete beef cattle nutritional consulting 
by professionals with background in, understanding of, 

and continued investment within the beef industry.

Turning Science Into Money

Superman is a paternal brother to Tanker and is a resident herd sire purchased from 
Rivers Edge.  He was produced by a 15 year old bar EXT cow that raised Terrell’s top 
bull several times.  He excels in length of body, structural correctness, and docility.

3C Pasque Y1752 B - Sire of lots 49-50

CFCC Blackbird 321 - Daughter of 3C Pasque Y1752 B and sister to lots 49-50

Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. This Superman son’s pedigree lines up nicely with the 
Tanker sons and grandsons, and we think you will agree that these bulls out of our herdsires 
rank right with any of the AI sired cattle.  Lot 48 is a stud, he should be marked near the top on 
anybody’s list.  He performed well with 101 NR and 105 YR along with solid scan data.  A true 
multipurpose sire that should do equally well at beefing up a set of steer calves and putting heifers 
into the repacement cut, put him on the short list. 

JGm documeNTed 696d
ASA 3323780 • 25% Sim, 75% Angus • BD 4/28/2016

loT

48
 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
rECC/JGm SUPErmAn 430
 TF-BAR EXT 415
 OCC MANCHESTER 855M
tr mirAGE 1022y
 TR COW
  ANGUS

CED 6
BW 2.3
WW 62
YW 100
Milk 19
Marb 0.20
RE 0.58

Dam’s ProD
Br 4 @ 101
Nr 4 @ 100
Yr 2 @ 104

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Horn Gene Carrier.  One of the most powerful bulls in the entire offering he is 
long and muscular with good bone and great feet.  Individually he records ratios of 102 weaning, 
104 yearling, 107 ribeye and 102 marbling.  On paper he ranks in the top 1/3 of all SimAngus 
bulls for weaning, yearling, gain, maternal calving ease, carcass weight and ribeye.  His sire 
served us well for several years by adding payweight and his sisters are some of our best young 
cows.  Expect him to consistently sire good calves of both sexes.

cfcc TaNker 623d
ASA 3351310 • 56% Sim, 44% Angus • BD 3/25/2016

loT

49
 TNT TANKER U263
3C PASQUE y1752 b
 3C STEVIE S6509 B
 O C C EMBLAZON 854E
C F C SAlly 906W oF 56k
 56K
  LEACHMAN SAUGAHATCHEE 3000C

CED 11
BW 1.3
WW 66
YW 105
Milk 21
Marb 0.14
RE 0.75

Dam’s ProD
Br 4 @ 102
Nr 4 @ 99
Yr 1 @ 104

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled.  This big-nutted bull is very complete and well balanced 
with extra length.  If you prefer to choose a lower birthweight Tanker son then this bull may be 
the best option with an 84# actual birthweight coming from a proven low birthweight cow.  His top 
10% maternal calving ease and top 35% stayability rankings suggest that his daughters should 
be problem-free long-lasting cows, which is the only kind we prefer.

cfcc TaNker 619d
ASA 3351321 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 3/21/2016

loT

50
 TNT TANKER U263
3C PASQUE y1752 b
 3C STEVIE S6509 B
 SINCLAIR EXECUTIVE 9XV2
C F C DonnA 1XX3
 SINCLAIR DONNA 9X34 530
  N BAR EMULATION EXT

CED 11
BW -1.2
WW 57
YW 83
Milk 23
Marb 0.18
RE 0.46

Dam’s ProD
Br 5 @ 91
Nr 5 @ 99
Yr 4 @ 100

CE sCorE
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trinity sons

Hooks Trinity 9T

Hooks trinity 9t - Age 10
Trinity is a calving ease Simmental sire offering multi-trait excellence.  He ranks in the 
top 1% for CED, top 25% for WW, top 25% marbling, top 10% for ribeye and top 2% for 
stayability.  His progeny are attractive and well balanced with lots of muscle shape and 
ample length.  His sons can bring heterosis to straight bred cowherds without any concern 
of additional birth weight or mature size.  Expect these sons to sire equally impressive 
steers and replacement heifers.

 CED BW WW YW CEM Milk CW Marb RE
EPD 26 -4.3 71 103 9 19 44 0.50 0.93
%Rank 1 2 25 40 25 65 10 25 10

H A Image Maker 0415 - Maternal grandsire of lot 51 and long time ABS stud bull JGM Pioneer Girl 8XS16 - Granddam of lot 53

Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. A Trinity with more frame and bone, lot 51 is a 
performance bull that posted ratios of 114 NR and 110 YR and has EPDs that place him in the top 
20% of SimAngus cattle for yearling weight and ribeye area, while still ranking in the top 10% of the 
breed for CE.  His dam is a quiet, broody cow that is building quite a performance record for herself.  
Use this bull to put some pounds on a calf crop, he will add growth in an attractive package.

JGm depuTY 641d
ASA 3323749 • 44% Sim, 56% Angus • BD 4/4/2016

loT

51
 HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
HookS trinity  9t
 HOOKS PEARL 22-P
 H A IMAGE MAKER 0415
JGm QUEEn 312A
 JGM QUEEN 102Y
  OCC JETFECK 133N

CED 18
BW -0.9
WW 77
YW 117
Milk 23
Marb 0.24
RE 0.64

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 105
Nr 2 @ 107
Yr 1 @ 110

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. This Trinity son offers heifer bull credentials with top 
10% of the breed CE for those wanting the benefit of calving ease with the addition of heterosis.  
He is a thick-ended bull that is made right and backed by a fancy momma.  He scanned a 106 
IMF ratio and like most Trinity cattle you can see the muscle in him with the naked eye.  Solid 
phenotype and credentials, take a look.

JGm diplomaT 645d
ASA 3323752 • 47% Sim, 53% Angus • BD 4/5/2016

loT

52
 HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
HookS trinity  9t
 HOOKS PEARL 22-P
 ROUSEY HEAVY DUTY 032X
JGm DiXiE EriCA 345A
 JGM DIXIE ERICA 0V1
  NBAR EMULATION EXT A1747

CED 18
BW -3.1
WW 50
YW 79
Milk 19
Marb 0.42
RE 0.40

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 99
Nr 2 @ 94
Yr 1 @ 93

CE sCorE


Red Gene Carrier, Homozygous Polled. A 3/4 brother to lot 52 that also reads safe for heifers 
ranking in the top 3% of CE and BW and looks it through his head and shoulders.  From there 
back he offers the muscle expression typical of Trinity, with a lot of shape in his stifle, a wide 
stance, and a top 4% EPD for REA.  We think this pair of SimAngus bulls would make a nice 
pair to use together on a set of heifers.  The steers will sure feed, and the females will be super 
cows.  Stack them together and save 5% on multiple bulls. 

JGm dYNasTY 653d
ASA 3323757 • 47% Sim, 53% Angus • BD 4/8/2016

loT

53
 HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
HookS trinity  9t
 HOOKS PEARL 22-P
 ROUSEY HEAVY DUTY 032X
JGm PionEEr Girl 231z
 JGM PIONEER GIRL 8XS16
  JGM SURE THING 614S

CED 20
BW -4.0
WW 56
YW 89
Milk 18
Marb 0.33
RE 0.75

Dam’s ProD
Br 3 @ 94
Nr 3 @ 99
Yr 2 @ 99

CE sCorE


Chase and his favorite horse Annie doing what they love
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trinity & ironHide sons

Dam of lot 54 - C F C Lady 1E4

Lot 54 pictured in December

ACW Ironhide 395Y

ACW Ironhide 395Y - Age 6
Ironhide is a bull we sampled to bring in the genetics 
of his sire, the Lock N Load bull whose semen is very 
hard to find.  They will be an outcross to nearly anything 
you have purchased from us in the past.  His early proof 
shows him to be a calving ease sire and his pedigree 
promises attractive, productive and good uddered 
daughters.  You will see more from the Lock N Load line 
in future sales.

 CED BW WW YW CEM Milk CW Marb RE
EPD 16 -3.7 54 85 5 20 35 0.15 0.52
%Rank 20 3 85 75 70 60 30 80 70

Dam of ACW Ironhide 395Y

Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled.  Weighmaker is a sale feature.  Born to a proven 
5-frame 1350# dam who produced the top-selling bull in last year’s sale going to Sam Lee.  
Individually he posts ratios of 112 weaning, 110 yearling, 103 ribeye and 115 gain on grass.  On 
paper his projections are well balanced and place him in the top 25% for both the all-purpose and 
terminal index.  We have cows A.I.’d to him and plan on offering his sons to you in 2020.  Lots 51 
& 54 provide an opportunity to purchase two of the elite high performance Trinity sons produced 
anywhere to date.  Retaining option on fall possession.

cfcc weiGhmaker 638
ASA 3233621 • 38% Sim, 62% Angus • BD 9/11/2016

loT

54
 HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
HookS trinity  9t
 HOOKS PEARL 22-P
 O C C ECHELON 857E
C F C lADy 1E4
 C F C LADY 9X2 OF 3M19
  N BAR EMULATION EXT

CED 17
BW -0.8
WW 72
YW 116
Milk 19
Marb 0.44
RE 0.64

Dam’s ProD
Br 4 @ 112
Nr 4 @ 108
Yr 4 @ 107

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled.  If you like a little classic chrome lot 55 may be the one 
for you.  Individually he records solid performance with ratios of 102 weaning, 100 yearling, 116 
marbling and 115 ribeye.  His granddam is the productive dam of lot 40.  He offers a outcross 
pedigree with performance and style anchored by a proven cow family.  He likes to be handled 
with a little more distance.  Best suited to a home that manages their bulls in groups.

cfcc discoverY 649
ASA 3233628 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 9/18/2016

loT

55
 REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD54U
ACW ironHiDE 395y
 DKF MISS NEW DEAL 205P
 TRIPLE C SINGLETARY S3H
3PU6
 1F2
  EMULATION N BAR 5522

CED 12
BW -0.8
WW 59
YW 93
Milk 20
Marb 0.42
RE 0.76

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 110
Nr 1 @ 102
Yr 1 @ 100

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled.  If you want a Sim-influenced calving ease bull then 
this one is a great option.  He ranks in the lightest 4% of all SimAngus bulls for birthweight EPD.  
He is a smaller framed bull with good thickness and comes from a cow with a perfect udder.

cfcc deliveraNce 632
ASA 3233618 • 25% Sim, 75% Angus • BD 9/9/2016

loT

56
 REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD54U
ACW ironHiDE 395y
 DKF MISS NEW DEAL 205P
 SINCLAIR RITO PROMISE 0R12
C F C EnCHAntrESS 2r25
 SINCLAIR ENCHANTRESS 7FE5
  SINCLAIR EMULATION TNT 27F3

CED 14
BW -3.3
WW 47
YW 73
Milk 19
Marb 0.24
RE 0.12

Dam’s ProD
Br 3 @ 94
Nr 3 @ 96
Yr 2 @ 98

CE sCorE


A Trinity daughter with her first calf.
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sitz dasH, spartan & “Hd” sons

CCR Spartan 9124A - Age 4 - Spartan was our favorite of the Cow Camp bulls a 
few years ago and his picture represents him well.  He is long spined and powerfully 

made with outstanding feet and legs – and he sires the same way.  Numerically, 
Spartan fits our goals extremely well, being breed average for BW and Milk with 

EPDs in the top 1% for carcass weight and marbling, which combine to place him in 
the very upper echelons of the breed for both All Purpose Index and Terminal Index.  
The daughters look really nice and his sons were the high selling sire group at the 

CCR sale last spring, averaging over $9000. 

Rousey Heavy Duty 032X - Age 7 - “HD” is a resident herdsire that has competed 
very well with our AI sires.  An absolutely massive individual, he is impressive to 
all who have seen him.  Built wide from the ground up with a huge sound foot, his 

athleticism is remarkable for a bull of his mass.  His sons are impressive.

Dam of lot 56 - C F C Enchantress 2R25

Sitz Dash 10277

Homozygous Black, Horn Gene Carrier. A 3-star heifer bull that ranks in the top 15% of 
SimAngus cattle for both CE and carcass weight - a unique and profitable combination.  His dam 
is a stunning Jetlfleck daughter and his granddam is the dam of lot 43, so he sure enough has 
the credentials to sire replacements.  Calving ease, carcass weight, and beautiful replacement 
heifers - pretty good resume.

JGm drafTsmaN 611d
ASA 3323739 • 25% Sim, 75% Angus • BD 3/16/2016

loT

57
 SITZ UPWARD 307R
Sitz DASH 10277
 SITZ EVERELDA ENTENSE 2665
 OCC JETFECK 133N
JGm GAbi 423b
 MFI BLACK GABI 9196
  OCC TOTAL 616T

CED 17
BW -0.7
WW 59
YW 90
Milk 18
Marb 0.32
RE 0.47

Dam’s ProD
Br 1 @ 104
Nr 1 @ 94
Yr 1 @ 98

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. Dash son out of a beautiful Tanker daughter that offers 
solid performance stats and top 10% ranking for carcass weight.  He comes from a line of cows 
that produce into their teens with no special treatment, we flushed his great granddam and her 
full sister last summer, they will calve this spring at 17 years of age.  This guy combines Dash, 
Tanker, Power Alliance, Sitz Traveler 9929, and Stacker - each a legendary sire in their own right.  

JGm drauGhTsmaN 614d
ASA 3323740 • 25% Sim, 75% Angus • BD 3/17/2016

loT

58
 SITZ UPWARD 307R
Sitz DASH 10277
 SITZ EVERELDA ENTENSE 2665
 TNT TANKER U263
JGm EvErElDA mAiD 427b
 JGM EVERELDA MAID 1AU1
  JGM ULTIMATE 8A2

CED 14
BW -0.7
WW 59
YW 93
Milk 19
Marb 0.35
RE 0.61

Dam’s ProD
Br 1 @ 110
Nr 1 @ 97
Yr 1 @ 96

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. Our first crop of Spartan calves we just sampled the 
bull and the resulting calves ran heavy on heifers, so we are only offering one son in the sale and 
keeping the other for a herd bull.  Spartan was one of our heaviest used AI sires this summer 
so we expect to have a lot more in the future.  The Spartan cattle cover all the bases in terms of 
performance and carcass, and we are excited about the daughters.  This Spartan son may stand 
alone for pedigree but he will run right with the Tanker sire group for muscle, mass, and appeal.  
Don’t miss him, he is a good one with an outcross pedigree.

JGm differeNT 627d
ASA 3323742 • 50% Sim, 50% Angus • BD 3/29/2016

loT

59
 CCR CATALYST 7035W
CCr SPArtAn 9124A
 CCR MS APPLE 9332W
 O C C PAXTON 730P
JGm PEtrA 209z
 MFI PETRA 55L
  T2 BUD F22

CED 10
BW 2.0
WW 66
YW 95
Milk 22
Marb 0.52
RE 0.47

Dam’s ProD
Br 3 @ 107
Nr 3 @ 100
Yr 2 @ 101

CE sCorE


Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled. The last of the HD sons we will have to offer, his sire 
served us well for many years.  What a way to go out, this one is a stud of a baldy bull with no 
holes phenotypically, and an extra square look from behind.  He earned an IMF ratio of 127 and 
ranks in the top 20% for carcass weight.  If you want a bull that will make good feeding cattle and 
leave you a set of fancy baldy heifers, mark this one down.

JGm dress code 678d
ASA 3323773 • 25% Sim, 75% Angus • BD 4/22/2016

loT

60
 JGM TRIFECTA 717T
roUSEy HEAvy DUty 032X
 ROUSEY SCARLET 727T
 HA IMAGE MAKER 0415
JGm miSS WiX 313A
 JGM MISS WIX 104Y
  OCC JETFECK 133N

CED 12
BW -1.4
WW 50
YW 87
Milk 20
Marb 0.31
RE 0.48

Dam’s ProD
Br 2 @ 79
Nr 2 @ 98
Yr 2 @ 101

CE sCorE
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